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UESPWiki - Your source for senior scrolls since 1995 Not all wood elves are happy that Valenwood joined the Dominion of Aldmery. Some fear for their beloved forests, others fear that their heritage and traditions will be diluted or replaced. Several groups retreated to shelters deep in the jungle. The town of Ash I is a group dungeon found in Grinshad.
Formerly known as the graht-oak town of Whisper Grove, the newly opened Gate of Oblivion and the Hordes of Daedra have turned the city of Bosmeri into a dangerous burning ruin. Desperate residents of the city even resorted to breaking the Green Pact, building barriers of fallen wood to stop the flow of invasion of Daedra. You can find out about his
whereabouts from Mindil Untested in Marbrook, Abzag Monster in Shorehelm, or Roaring Ramavel in Stormhaven. See also: City of Ash II Elolir Fingaenion Gilraen Laeneval There are several achievements, Related Dungeon: Achievement Points Description Award City Ash I Vanquisher 10 Defeat Hell's Keeper, Guardian of the Sanctuary, and Razor
Master Ertas in Ash I. City of Ash I Conqueror 15 Defeat Hell's Keeper, Golor, Dark Amber, Rotaryr Flameheart, and Razor Master Ertas in veteran city Of Ash I. Fire Brigade 50 Defeat , after calling the Scroll of glorious battle. Veteran Deadlands Banekin Slayer 10 Defeat 550 Banekin in veteran city of Ash I. Veteran Flame Atronach Slayer 10 Defeat 60
Flame Atronach in the veteran city of Ash I. City Ash I Survivor 50 Defeat Hell's Guardian, Warden of the Sanctuary, and Razor Master Ertas in the veteran city of Ash I, not suffering the death of a member of the group. The city of Ash I Assassin 50 Will defeat the Infernal Keeper, the Guardian of the Sanctuary, and the Master of the Ertas Razor in Veterans
City of Ash I within twenty minutes of the beginning of the dungeon. The timer starts when players participate in the first Daedra group. Notes in patch 1.6.5, all Imps have been replaced by Scamps. Before the dungeon scaling was introduced in Update 5, the Normal City of Ashe was designed for levels 28-31, and the veteran city of Ashe was designed for
veterans ranks 1-4. Before increasing the rank of veterans in Update 7, veteran city of Ash did not scale like other dungeons. Prior to Update 12, Ash I City was only available as normal, and ash II was only available in Veterans Mode. They were named the city of Ash and the veteran city of Ash respectively. Cards edit Edit Share Disclosure: Some of the
links above are affiliate links, meaning, at no extra cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Home City Of Ash Dungeon Guide City Ash is the third 4-man dungeon group for Dominion Aldmeri's Elder Scrolls Online. The dungeon is set to
level 28-31 players as normal, and is located in the northeast Grinshade. Other alliances can complete this dungeon after the first launch through their own 28-31 dungeons: Crypt of Hearts and Arx Corinium. This dungeon guide explains the chief mechanic boss in Ash. The City of Ash Review Dungeon search for the town of Ash a little further as soon as
you're teleported to copy - it is, don't worry. The city of Ash is filled with Daedra and Dremor. The abilities of the Fighters Guild will be very useful in this group dungeon. The recommended installation of the City of Ashe group involves a lot of preventable damage, but having a tank and a healer will certainly be an advantage. Bosses Hell's Keeper Golor
Banekin Handler (minibos) Temple Guardian Dark Amber (minibos) Rothariel Flameheart (minibos) Razor Master Erthas Normal Mode Hell's Level Keeper: 31 Health: 20,664 Hell's Keeper is the first boss in the town of Ash. The fight is pretty straight forward and, like many other encounters in the town of Ash, involves fire. The boss of the Hell's Keeper
mechanics periodically places fiery runs and around the room. Don't wai in them. The boss has a high ranged ability that he uses on random distant targets. The damage is about half of your health, and should not kill you. The Guardian has the ability to mortar fire. It will rotate around in place and hail down the fire at random locations in the room. Stay away
from the red circles and you'll be fine. Golor Banekin Handler Level: 31 Health: 6888 Golor Banekin Handler is the second boss in the city of Ash. As you can guess from his health, he is a mini bob and not a very challenging task. Depending on your group's DPS, you may be able to take it before it does anything. Boss Mechanics Golor makes a small radius
of the AOE attack around him, which deals with Magic Damage. You should have plenty of time to get out of it. Golor raises his hand in the air, causing Fire Runs around the room. Stay away from them. Sanctuary Guard: 31 Health: 20,888 Sanctuary Guardian is the third boss in the town of Ash. The main problem with this boss is the tiny platform you fight
him. There's a lot of fire on the ground, so you won't have too much space. The boss of the mechanics tank has to look at the heavy melee attack guard, who will briefly stun him and make a knock back. If you're not careful, you can easily get knocked down by a platform or into a fire run. The guard of the sanctuary casts a circle of fire, which actually consists
of several smaller circles of fire. You have a safe zone right in the middle of small circles of fire to stay in. The Guardian also makes an AOE fire attack around it, marked by a red circle. The guard of the sanctuary periodically strikes a teleport attack on random targets, causing a lot of physical damage. The boss has to run back to the tank after the ability.
Amber's Dark Level: 31 Health: 11,480 Dark is the fourth boss in the city of Ash. She's a fire. Fire. Mini bob, and you guessed it, plays with fire. The boss of mechanics is the main thing and the only thing to look at is Lava's exploding ability of Dark Amber. There will be three red circles, and soon Lava's fountains will burst from the ground, causing high
damage by fire. Damage is easy to avoid. Rothariel Flameheart Level: 31 Health: 11,480 Rothariel Flameheart is the fifth boss in Ash. She has a mini bob and not much health, but it's easy to catch by surprise in this fight. The boss of the mechanics of Rothariel will stand still and wave a sword over his head to make a whirlwind-type attack, dealing high
physical damage to those caught in the attack. When you see an attack, some distance to it. The tank must look at Rotael's heavy attack in the melee, which will shoot down the tank. Rotary will call four rounds of fire right next to each other, and disappear soon after. In a few seconds Rotary will land on the circles with three mirror images of himself. Mirror
images are of poor health and can be controlled or AOE'd down. Mirror images actually have all the abilities of Rotary itself. Getting a whirlwind on three adds and Rothariel is a bad idea - kill adds as soon as possible. Razor Master Erthas Level: 31 Health: 20884 Razor Master Ertas is the sixth and final boss in ash. Ertas will make a dramatic entrance by
coming straight from the portal to Oblivion. This fight involves a lot of movement and adds up. Boss mechanic Ertas periodically calls the Flame Atronachs. Kill them as soon as possible. Ertas sometimes lights up his arrows in flames and shoots at the tank, causing fire damage over time. Razor Master Ertas will teleport around the room. Just follow it, stay on
top of the adds and you'll be fine. Ertas has a massive fireball aimed at a random location in the room. Four huge beams of fire will appear from the location of the impact. Make sure you don't get hit. Welcome to the City of Ash II Dungeon Guide to normal and veteran mode. Both Ash I and Ash II are located in Greenshade.This dungeon has seven bosses: 3
main bosses, 4 mini bosses and many trashmob packages. (Trashmob - Enemies that can add to the complexity and liveliness of the dungeon/ship) If you have more questions, you can also ask someone in our community partner contention about this city's Ash II Dungeon Guide! StoryHappening after the events in the town of Ash I, an elf named
Fingaenion wants to go to the Deadlands, in the kingdom of Dagon's Mehrunes, to save his wife Gilraen. He and others tried to invade the fortress of Mehranes Dagon, but they failed to invade the kingdom of daedra. Table Content: Sets3 of various drop sets in Ash II, and the very well-in-demand Monster SetRewardsDye: Sigil Orange Full Veteran of ash II,
beating Horvath Fire Maw, Ashes Titan and Walkin Skoria.Title: Deadlands Adept Complete the following achievements related to ash II: Ash II Conqueror, Undaunted Rescuer, Rescue, Drmore Killer, Veteran Flame Colossus Slayer, Deadly Deadlands Survivor, World on Fire, City of Ash II Killer, Easy as Pie.TrashmobsWildlife: At the beginning of the
dungeon we meet a few animals and stranglers, but nothing too impressiveFlame Atronach: Sands and even more fire-loving than scampsScamp: scammers love to shoot wildly, just block their attackDremora: Archer, Melee and Casters, block the middle of the attack as a tankFlame Colossus: With a huge split attack, turn it away from a group if you tank,
and don't stand in front of it as a damage dealer or healer! Bosses on the map (click to zoom in)Treasure chests and heavy bags (click, to increase)City Ash 2 BossesBossHealthAddsXivilai Ruhan, Akesel and Marruz3,719,045-Ur Legion2,974,690Perial 2 DremoraHorvantud Fire Maw2,460,134Volny DremoraAsh Titan3,007,499Maximal 2 Air Atronachs2
Guardians: Xivila BoltaicFulminator2,493,490 2,077,908Up to 4 Storm AtronachsValkyn Soria (Endboss)5,409,287Periodly 3 Fire AtronachsBossesXivilai Ruhan and two of his assistants Akezel and MarruzBefore we enter the world of Mehrunes Dagon We have to fight the small power of scamps and flame atronachs before we meet our first mini-bosses.
They came out of the gate of Oblivion and want to prevent us from entering it. The order in which you kill them doesn't matter, but since the two assistants teleport away and Ruhan's melee can be very annoying, I advise you to kill him first. Ruhan has 4 basic abilities, I'll re-call them this way: Pyrocasm: In between, the boss will direct a giant AoE (Effect
area) spell that you can't interrupt and can't block. If you don't want to be knocked to the ground, you should avoid it either running out, or dodge rolling out of it. Whatever makes you feel better. Fire Chain: Just like the Dragonknight circuit, it pulls in the character that it targets, favorably, before doing it Pyrocasm.Flame Atronachs: During the battle, the boss
will spawn atronahs, which are very annoying but also with poor health. If your group's damage level is high, you don't need to worry. Otherwise just kill them before you continue with the boss so you don't get overpowered. Uppercut: his heavy attack. Just block it so you don't get knocked over. AkezelHeal: Teleports and throws heal on any of his mates, can
be interrupted or ignored, depending on your DPS group. MarruzRanged: Teleports and uses Embers blazing to place a trap under a group member. Just go out and stand outside her fire trap. Urata LegionUrata is another mini-boss that we encounter after we set foot in Oblivion. She first avoids the fight and calls for reinforcements, which you have to fight.
If you are an inexperienced group or do not know your potential, then carefully pull and do not run into a room without a head. circles: circles: Speaking of which, this is her most dangerous ability. It will spawn Flame Circles under up to three group members, who are set on fire immediately and can damage quite a lot. Just get out of them, or dodge to roll out
them. Call for help: Periodically, it will spawn 2 adds, which can be either Nightblade or sorcerer type, with similar abilities. It is, in fact, a part of her that she can remember and heal herself. This is the only tricky part about this fight and can drag it wide. Once they appear, get DD to kill them and then focus on the boss again. Horvantud Fire MawHorvantud is
the first boss as well as the first boss who counts on undaunted promises. This giant Daedroth has a couple of attacks like all its kind, but the most annoying part of it is all Dremora who will fall into the arena helping him in the fight against us. Fire Breath: If you don't tank, get out of this - just don't stand in front of this boss at all! Otherwise block this huge
attack cone, or even get out of it. This attack is very damaging. Tremor: It looks like stomping on the ground and sends a tremor through the ground, doing great damage to any target standing in its way. Land of the quaik: Now Horvantud seems to be very angry. He pounds the earth under his feet, damaging everything that stands in the circles that currently
form. You can avoid them by moving in your place. There's no need to panic. He'll calm down. Call for help: This Daedroth does not speak, so technically does not call them, but different Dremora will join the fight. Depending on the dps of your group you can ignore them, but if you don't have a healer with you and you don't know your group, it's not
recommended. Ash TitanOften mistaken as a dragon, this Daedric Titan not only looks very scary, but is actually a very serious encounter, especially for the tank. The tank must constantly mock not only the boss, but also the adds. Up to the first add, the tank can stand next to it, otherwise use a range of taunts to keep the boss on you. Otherwise it will have a
good snack with either a healer or DDs.Ethereal Flame: It's a fire spit of Titan's Ash. It's a different attack that he's attacking someone at range. Flame Wall: The wall of flame that comes from him to the room after he slams the ground and which causes you to stumble. You can avoid this by striding towards these small waves of fire. Lava Bolt: This skill is
used at one point against all players when the boss shoots lava bolts out of his mouth, leaving burning puddles on the ground. Monstrous Clive: Well, it's splitting up. It will do it for everyone who stands in the melee range, so get out of it if you don't happen to be a tank! And please don't move when it's on you, since it's locked to your character, not the
position you previously had. Burning Air Atronachs: They glow red and leave a trail of fire they're coming. Tank has to take them aside on the 65% health boss and kite them out there, that is keeping the jibes on them while he leads them through the giant arena, as well as keeping the boss band teased at all times. Two Guardians - Xivilai Boltaik and Xivilai
Fulminator Before you can encounter Valkin Skoria, which appears as a projection right as you enter the last area, you must turn on the bridge. To do this, you have to destroy the guardians who guard the bridge. It doesn't matter in what order you do it, but you have to choose whether to go left or right. You will see a large spire that feeds on three Dremora
that you have to kill first before reinforcements try to kill you and prevent you from progressing. They spawn in three waves before you finally meet one xivilai on each side. Since they are similar in their skills, I will explain this once for both mini Bosses. They differ only in the type of attack. Lightning Onslaught: This is a frontal lightning attack. It's interrupted.
You can avoid this by stepping aside, otherwise you may get a lot of damage. Shock Aura: This spell is interrupted, but if you don't, the boss squats and explodes with a lightning-fast explosion. You can get out of this as well. Heavy Attack: Like all heavy attacks, just block it. Ideally the tank will do this, but if you find Boss Heavy Attacking you, you should be
fine with the blocking. Atronachs Storm: During the Storm Atronah fight the generation. There can be up to four of them. They must be killed by DD before progressing on Boss. Sometimes people tend to ignore them if the damage group is high enough, or the tank is experienced enough to tank four of them, but if they have tanks next to the boss, they
usually die from AoE.Valkyn SkoriaLast, but not least, we encounter Valkin Skoriya, one of the generals of Mehrunes Dagon. After carrying out an attack on the gracht-oak town of Whisper Grove in Grinshad, he is now trying to prevent us from saving Fingayon's wife and everyone else in his kingdom. This fight is very tough if you don't have a DPS for it
because it has what we used to call Enrage Timer. This means that there is only so much time that you have to kill it before it becomes impossible and you all die. Detonation Platform: You will have 5 platforms that will be destroyed by Dremora overall after a while and Valkyn Skoria teleportation to the next platform. Just run to the next platform as soon as
possible and don't forget to stay together! When you run out of platforms, there is usually so much damage going in from the lava and boss that you won't live long. Also, don't stand at intersections as you will get lava damage. Damage. eso veteran city of ash 2. eso city of ash location. eso city of ash 1 monster set. eso city of ash solo. eso city of ash 2
monster set. eso city of ash 1 chest locations. eso city of ash 1 veteran guide. eso city of ash 2 monster helm
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